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The adventures of the U.S.S. Flyswatter 
 

Part I 
 
June, 1942 
 
Captain Joe Tormolen looked around his bridge and sighed. 
 
It really wasn't "his" bridge. He felt like the father of the bride at the couple's anniversary 
party. A year ago, he'd been the man who walked his little girl down the aisle and gave her 
away; now he was the father-in-law.  
 
The U.S.S. Manchester had been his, once. He'd helped conceive her, watched her go through 
her birthing and growing pains until she was christened as a warship in the United States 
Navy. And then he'd watched as another man became her first captain. 
  
Why was he here? He was a captain, but he wasn't THE Captain. He held the same rank as the 
man in the center chair, and had seniority over the man. But there's only room for one Captain 
on a ship, and this ship -- HIS ship -- was under the command of Captain John Stark, five years 
his younger and two years less time in rank.  
 
Tormolen's presence here was as an indulgence. He was there simply as a favor from Captain 
Stark, and everyone knew it.  
 
Tormolen had spent years serving in the Bureau of Construction and Repair, helping design 
the ships that would fight America's wars. Then, when it was merged with the Bureau of 
Engineering into the Bureau of Ships, he'd suddenly found himself without an assignment. 
He'd put in for a tour at sea, but instead ended up on the staff of Admiral William Halsey. 
 
He'd done his duty, though. He'd been a loyal and efficient subordinate, helping The Old Man 
however was needed, never asking for anything for himself.  
 
Then the Manchester had come under Halsey's command. 
 
Tormolen had worked on a lot of ship designs, but the Manchester was special. She'd been his 
idea from the outset, his concept. He'd led the team that took her from scrawled notes on some 
scrap paper to 10,000 tons of fighting steel. A lot of compromises and revisions and 
improvements had been made on the way, but she was still more of "his" baby than anyone 
else's. He'd fought a lot of hard fights to bring her into existence, but now here she was. They 
were together again, both fulfilling their destinies. He might not be aboard her, but he'd be 
fighting alongside her -- aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise, both under the command of Admiral 
William "Bull" Halsey. And with Halsey in command, everyone knew that the fighting was 
guaranteed. 
 
Until suddenly Halsey wasn't in command any more. 
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Part II 
 
“The Old Man’s WHERE?” 
 
Captain Jim Reynolds repeated what he’d just told his colleague. “In the hospital, Joe. He’s 
laid up with shingles. He’s picked Ray Spruance to head up the Task Force.”  
 
“I don’t believe it! This is shaping up to be the biggest battle of the war, our first chance to take 
on the Japs and start paying ‘em back for Pearl, and the Old Man’s gonna be in a hospital bed 
at Pearl? The docs better strap him down if they want to keep him out of the fight.” 
 
“They don’t need straps. Nimitz himself ordered him to bed, and told him not to come back 
until the docs said he was fit for duty.” 
 
Tormolen shook his head in disbelief. “Man, that’s terrible. Makes you wonder which is 
chafing his ass more – the shingles, or that order.” 
 
“Either way, he’s itching for a fight.” 
 
“No surprise there. So, Halsey’s out of action for now. Where does that leave us?” 
 
“Largely high and dry. Spruance is taking some of the staff with him, but the rest of us get 
shore leave, I guess.” 
 
“There are worse things than an unexpected vacation in Hawaii… but I don’t want to miss out 
on this fight.” 
 
“Me neither, but what can we do? Halsey offered all of us to Spruance, but he only took those 
he needed. And Joe, you and me weren’t picked.” 
 
Tormolen frowned, then got an idea. “Yeah, but the Enterprise isn’t sailing alone. I think I’m 
gonna go talk to the Old Man, see about calling in a favor or two. I want to be a part of this 
fight, not just read the reports after the fact.” 
 

Part III 
 
“Admiral! You’re looking fine today!” 
 
Halsey glared at the platitude. “Don’t bullshit me, son. I look like patchwork hell, and I know 
it. Everybody knows it. What brings you here anyway, Tormolen? Don’t you have any place 
better to go on leave than the hospital?” 
 
“As a matter of fact, sir, I do. I’d like to take some time off and go on a cruise. Somewhere 
northwest of here sounds like it might be interesting.” 
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“Is that it? Joe, when I said I wanted Ray Spruance to take my place, I meant it. He’s the man, 
not me. And I will not undercut his authority in any way, not even in his staffing selections. I 
told him he had the pick of my people, and he picked. I’m sorry you weren’t one of them, but 
that was his call and his call entirely.” 
 
“Sir, I understand that, and I accept that. I know I’m off Enterprise for this one. But she won’t 
be sailing alone.” 
 
That got the old man’s attention. “So, you want to tag along another of the ships? Hornet or 
Yorktown? I gotta tell ya, after the beating she took at the Coral Sea, old Walzting Matilda 
won’t have much in guest quarters. You’d be better off at some hotel out on Waikiki.” 
 
“No, sir. With your permission, I’d like to go out on the Manchester.” 
 
Halsey’s craggy face twisted into a frown. “The Manchester? That pumped-up tin can? Why 
the hell would you want to go out on her?” 
 
“Before I joined your staff, sir, I was with the Bureau of Ships – and before that, the Bureau of 
Construction and Repair. I worked on a lot of ship designs – but the Manchester was my ship. 
I came up with the original idea, I led the team that designed her, I oversaw most of her 
construction and fitting out. She’s about to take part in her first battle, and I’d very much like 
to see how she fights.” 
 
Halsey considered Tormolen’s words. “I gotta tell ya, Joe, when I first saw her, all I could see 
was three or four destroyers’ worth of steel rolled into one big package – and I think we could 
use those four tin cans more than one overpowered, undergunned, thin-skinned cruiser. And 
somebody must have agreed with me, because they didn’t build any more.” 
 
“That’s because she hasn’t been tested yet, sir. She hasn’t had a chance to show her stuff.” 
 
“And you want to be there to see it happen, is that it? Well, I can understand that. But I’m 
gonna have to tell you no, Joe. I won’t do this for you.” 
 
“I understand, sir.” Tormolen turned towards the door. “With your leave, I’ll be going back on 
my vacation…” 
 
“Hold it right there!” Swathed in medicated bandages, Halsey still had the roar of a grizzly. “I 
haven’t dismissed you yet, Captain Tormolen!” 
 
Joe spun around, snapping involuntarily to attention.  
 
“I said I won’t do it for you, and I won’t. And I’m going to tell you why, and you’re going to 
listen. 
 
“Stark is brand-new to this task group, fresh here from the Atlantic. I don’t know him, but his 
reputation is that he’s a damned fine officer, but a touch prickly. If I were to call him up and 
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ask him to take on board – even as an observer – one of my staff, he’d be wondering what I 
was up to. And when you showed up, a man who knows his own ship better than he does 
AND with seniority over him, he’d be thinking that I was putting you there with an eye 
towards replacing him. And he’d be right to think so, because that’s exactly how it would look. 
And not just to him, but his entire crew – and I don’t think there’s anything I could do that 
would undermine his authority more and wreck the discipline and morale of what I hear is a 
pretty damned good crew.” 
 
“You’re right, sir. I hadn’t thought of it that way.” 
 
”That’s why I have that flag, son. I have to think of it that way. And if you want one of your 
own some day, you’d better learn to think that way, too.” 
 
“Yes, sir. Will that be all?” 
 
”Not by a long shot. Now I can understand why you want to go out there, and I have no 
problem with it – as long as you do it right. Having me call up Captain Stark is exactly the 
wrong way about it. YOU call him up and ask to meet with him. You tell him precisely what 
you want and why. You convince him that you’re not after his seat. And if he has any question 
for me,” Halsey rooted around in the drawer next to his bed, then turned back to Joe, “you 
give him this dime and tell him to call me. I’ll be glad to tell him I think it’s a damned fool 
notion you’ve got in your head, but if you’d rather be spare baggage on his ship than lying 
around on the beach, that’s fine with me – as long as you’re back by the time I get out of this 
hellhole.” 
 
Tormolen took the dime from the admiral’s swaddled hands. “Thank you sir. I’ll be sure to let 
you know how it goes with Captain Stark.” 
 
“You do that. But first, you better wash that dime in alcohol or boil it. Trust me, son, you don’t 
want to take any chances on getting this – or giving it to Stark.” 
 

Part IV 
 
Captain Reynolds activated the 1MC. “Attention all hands, this is the captain. As some of you 
may have heard, we’re sailing into what could be a major battle. This could be the first chance 
we have to prove what I’ve known all along – we’ve got the best crew in the fleet, and the best 
ship to fight this new war. 
 
“I’m sure you’ve all heard the shots people have taken at the Manchester – we’re the mongrel 
ship, the bastard ship, the half-breed, the waste of steel. We’ve got too much speed and not 
enough armor, too many guns and all of ‘em all too small to amount to spit in a hurricane.  
 
They’re wrong.” 
 
I know it. You know it. And we’re going to show them – especially the Japs. By the time this 
battle is over, I’m confident we’ll have put more Japs in the drink than any three other ships.” 
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Reynolds looked over at Captain Tormolen. “Some of you might have also noticed that we 
have a distinguished guest aboard. Captain Tormolen comes to us as a member of Admiral 
Halsey’s staff, and he’s choosing to skip a chance to lounge around the beach to sail with us. 
And before you ask, he’s been checked out by the doctors, and he’s apparently not crazy.  
 
“Before signing on with Admiral Halsey, though, he spent several years designing and 
building ships. He was the lead designer of the Manchester, and he’s very interested in seeing 
just how things are working out.  
 
“Over the next couple of days, Captain Tormolen will be holding informal ‘bull sessions’ in the 
enlisted mess. He’ll be there for at least three hours of each shift, and all hands are invited to 
stop by and talk things over. Anyone who is curious about why things are the way on this 
ship, anyone who has any compliments or complaints, Captain Tormolen will be willing to 
listen to anyone – and will be asking questions of his own.” 
 
Reynolds paused, then gave Tormolen a nasty smirk. “I repeat, anyone who has any 
complaints about the design of this ship are invited to stop by and give a piece of their mind to 
the guy who designed it. I am extending a personal invitation to the gunners assigned to the 
FA station, and granting them my permission to speak freely.” 
 
“That is all.” 
 
Reynolds flipped off the intercom and turned back to Tormolen. “There, that ought to assure 
you some good turnouts.” 
 
“Thank you, sir. I appreciate that. But that bit at the end – what’s the FA station? We didn’t use 
that term on the design sheets.” 
 
“That’s the cluster of the 40mm Bofors on the fantail.” 
 
That was one of his prouder touches, Tormolen thought. He’d seen the “hip pocket” buckets 
on the sterns of the South Dakota-class battleships, and thought it was a grand idea for the 
Manchester. But he’d done it one better. Since she carried no aircraft, the entire fantail was 
available for anti-aircraft mounts. So he’d put five Bofors quad 40mm guns on the stern – two 
on the rear corners, two just a little forward of them, and one right smack dab in the middle of 
the transom stern. And to give the guns the maximum field of fire, the ones on the corners 
were raised up on six-foot-high pedestals. “That’s the part we called the ‘stinger.’ From what 
you said, I take it that it isn’t a very popular post. What does ‘FA’ stand for?” 
 
Reynolds leaned back in his chair and folded his hands behind his head, a condescending 
smile crossing his face. “That, Captain Tormolen, I’ll let the men who’ve had to work there tell 
you.” 
 

Part V 
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Captain Tormolen strolled into the mess deck and was instantly taken aback.  
 
He had expected that there’d be some curiosity at his little workshop, plus the novelty of being 
able to talk to the ship’s lead designer would draw some interest. With the ship at sea, there 
really wasn’t much else for the off-duty hands to do. But crammed into the room were at least 
four dozen crew, and several officers. 
 
Tormolen turned to the young ensign Captain Reynolds had assigned as his aide. “Mr. Frye, 
are there any of the fantail gunners here?” he said softly. 
 
Earlier, Tormolen had pressed Frye on just what the “FA” stood for in reference to the five 
40mm quad mounts on the stern of the Manchester. The man had miserably refused. “I’m 
sorry, sir, but Captain Reynolds gave me explicit orders not to discuss that with you. He said 
that you ought to hear it from the men who work there.”  
 
Tormolen had found a slight loophole, though. While Frye couldn’t tell him what the term 
meant, he did agree to indicate if – or, rather, when – some of the gunners were present.  
 
Frye quickly scanned the crowd, then blanched. “Yes, sir. About a dozen of them, including 
the chief.” 
 
“Well, this ought to be interesting, then. Thanks, Frye.” 
 
Tormolen strode to the front of the mess. “Thank you all for coming, gentlemen. If you don’t 
mind, we’ll get started. 
 
“I didn’t work up anything formal for this session, but I thought I’d start off with a short 
version of the briefing I gave when I would introduce the brass to the design of the 
Manchester, and throw open the floor to any questions or comments. And as Captain 
Reynolds said, this is supposed to be completely open. You are all granted permission to speak 
as frankly and honestly as you wish. 
 
“For years, the debate about how great a threat the airplane was to the modern surface 
warship raged on. It came to an abrupt conclusion six months ago. At Pearl Harbor, we saw 
just how devastating an air attack can be, when the Japs wrecked every battleship we had in 
the Pacific.  
 
“Defenders of surface ships said that didn’t really count. The battlewagons were sitting ducks, 
moored in a supposedly safe harbor and not at war, some with all their hatches open for 
inspection. If the Japs had tried that against fully buttoned-up ships at sea, with all hands at 
battle stations and plenty of room to maneuver, it’d be a different story. 
 
“Then the Japs took on two British ships – the old battle cruiser Repulse and the brand-new 
battleship Prince Of Wales. They were at sea, all buttoned up, all hands at battle stations, with 
plenty of room to maneuver. And they got sent to the bottom.  
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“At least at Pearl, the water was shallow enough and the shore close enough that a lot of the 
men were saved, and there’s a good chance most of the ships can be salvaged and rebuilt. The 
Brits lost everything, and nearly everyone. 
 
“Since then, it’s been proven that the best weapon against an airplane is another airplane. 
Nothing can stop an incoming bomber better than a fighter. 
 
“But fighters have their limits, too. We need something with longer legs, that can keep up with 
the fleet independent of an air base or a carrier. Something that can handle the intense anti-
aircraft fire the modern fleet can toss up. Something that can engage a whole wave of enemy 
bombers at once, not just a single Jap. 
 
“In short, we need a surface ship that can sweep the skies of enemy aircraft before they can hit 
the fleet. 
 
“We started by looking at the Atlanta-class cruisers. Although they were designed as destroyer 
flotilla leaders, they turned out to be pretty good anti-aircraft platforms. There simply isn’t a 
better anti-aircraft gun than the 5”/38, and they carry 12 to 16 of them. But we thought we 
could do better. 
 
“So we took the basic design of a Brooklyn-class cruiser and started from there. First up, we 
took off all the things we didn’t need. The first to go were the 6” guns. They’re a good weapon, 
but they aren’t much good against planes. In their place, we dumped in the same gun plan 
from the Atlantas – the three twin turrets fore and aft.  
 
“That wasn’t enough. We saw how well the midships mounts on the new fast battleships were 
working, so we stole that idea. We fit three more turrets on each beam, bringing the total main 
battery to two dozen 5” guns, in a dozen twin turrets – the biggest main battery ever fit on a 
modern warship. 
 
“Then we thought about armor. The Manchester is not going to be getting into any surface 
fights. That’s what the other cruisers and destroyers are for. So we cut down the side armor a 
bit. We left the deck armor pretty much the same, though, because we might catch the 
occasional bomb. 
 
“At the stern, the Brooklyns carry catapults, float planes, a crane, and a hangar. Well, the 
Manchester is designed to knock planes out of the air, not put them up. So we took all that out 
and put some anti-aircraft guns in its place. 
 
That left us quite a bit of weight to play around with – we were still trying to keep it down to 
10,000 tons. We figured we could use a little more room to work with, so we stretched the hull 
out a little, and made her a bit beamier. This made her a little faster, a little more smoother, 
and gave us more room to pile stuff on. 
 
“We did some souping up in the engine room. We needed a ship that could not only keep up 
with the fast battleships and the carriers, but if necessary ‘run rings’ around them to fight off 
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attacks. It took some tweaking and cheating, but between the upgraded engines and the hull 
tweaks, her official top speed is 35 knots. And I understand that the unofficial top speed is a 
little bit higher. 
 
“So, what did we do with all that extra space and weight? Well, we covered the topside with 
as many smaller guns as we could. She’s practically littered with 40mm and 20mm guns – 
anywhere we could fit the guns and feed them ammo, we put ‘em there. 
 
“The end product is a truly unique warship – one not designed to face the enemy’s ships, but 
whose sole purpose is to protect herself and the rest of the fleet from aircraft. To be the strong 
shield that frees up the sword arms to hit the enemy. And in the next few days, we’ll see just 
how well she does at that task. 
 
“I’ll now take any questions you may have.” 
 
Tormolen glanced at the group of men Frye had indicated were assigned to the fantail guns. 
They were quietly nudging each other, each trying to get someone else to go first. Finally, one 
grizzled chief raised his hand. 
 
”Yes, chief?” 
 
The man stood, wringing his hands uncomfortably. “Sir I’m Chief Cobb, and I run one of them 
gun mounts on the fantail, I wouldn’t normally be so forward, but the Old Man said we was to 
speak freely here…” 
 
“That’s right, chief. Say whatever you want, however you feel most comfortably. I intend to 
write a full report on how the ship does in combat for the people back at the Bureau of Ships, 
and whatever information you can give us will only help us make even better ships in the 
future. And I won’t be using any names, so whatever you have to say, just spit it out.” 
 
“I appreciate that, sir. I’m not used to speaking so straight to an officer, let alone a captain, 
but…” 
 
“Spit it out, Cobb. Rank has no place here. I just want the plain, unvarnished truth.” 
 
“Sir, just what the hell were you guys thinking when you designed the Flaming Asshole?” 
 

Part VI 
 
Captain Tormolen somehow managed to keep himself from either shouting down the chief, or 
bursting out in laughter. “Um… Chief, I take it you’ve had some problems with the… er… 
stern mounts?” 
 
Yeah, two of ‘em. The first one was pretty bad – when shooting at some angles, the casings 
from the high mounts dump right on top of the guys in the lower tubs. We fixed that with 
some sheet metal and rivets.” 
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”I’d like to see that setup. It’s certainly something we didn’t foresee, and I know my old 
colleagues back east would want to hear about it, maybe see some pictures.” 
 
Chief Cobb smiled. “Sure, no problem. Me and the boys will show you just what we did. Now 
the other problem – we ain’t figured out any way around it, and I don’t think we can.” 
 
“What’s the trouble?” 
 
“Any time we’re moving faster than about 25 knots – or in anything over moderate seas – the 
stern is bouncing and rolling too much to aim worth a damn. We end up spraying ammo all 
over the sky.” 
 
“Hmm. That does sound like a problem. I’ll make a point of coming down there if we get into 
that sort of condition. Thank you, chief. Do you have anything else to add?” 
 
“No, sir. Me and the boys talked it all over before we came here, and those were the only two 
real b1tches we had.” 
 
”I appreciate that, and I promise you I will make sure the Bureau of Ships knows about your 
problem. Now, if you don’t mind, Chief, I have a question for you. When we were designing 
the Manchester, we called the fantail mounts ‘the stinger.’ Just how did it get the name ‘the 
flaming @$$hole?’” 
 
The chief carefully studied his feet. “Well, sir, we were having a target practice session. 
Afterwards, the pilot who’d been towing the target said that when all five mounts opened up, 
it looked like the whole stern was on fire. Then some joker said that the ship’s deadliest 
weapon was its ‘flaming @$$hole,’ and it just kind of stuck.” 
 
“I can see why. It’s certainly… um… a vivid image.” Tormolen thought about writing the  
down on his notepad, then realized that it – and the accompanying visualizations – would 
never leave his memory, no matter how much he might wish they would. “Are there any more 
questions?” 
 
A Lieutenant – Tormolen thought he recognized him from Damage Control – wanted to know 
why the Manchester had such thin armor. Her belt was only 2” thick, the same thickness as the 
decks.  
 
“The Manchester is never expected to face a surface combatant. She’s designed to be part of a 
task force, and the rest of the ships will be there to fight off any surface ships. Just like she’s 
there to help them fight off aircraft. But we kept the deck armor up, because she just might 
catch a bomb or two.” 
 
“But what about torpedoes?” the ensign – Washburne, Tormolen suddenly remembered – 
insisted. 
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”Well, torpedoes don’t launch themselves. They come from one of three sources – an airplane, 
a surface ship, or a submarine. You’re already well equipped to take out the planes before they 
drop. We talked about surface ships – you trust in the battleships and cruisers with you to 
handle them. And for subs, you trust your destroyers.” 
 
Another lieutenant – Book, from Fire Control – wanted to know why the ship had three gun 
directors. “Because we couldn’t find a space for a fourth.” Things break at sea, Tormolen 
remembered, and having backup for such a key piece of equpment. 
 
Washburne wasn’t letting go of the torpedo question, though. “But sir? What if a torpedo does 
get through? We’d be lucky to survive one single hit.” 
 
Tormolen sighed. The guy wasn’t going to give up. “That’s when you trust your speed to get 
out of the way in time. But you also have to remember that the Manchester is designed to 
protect other ships, to keep the big guns of the fleet safe so they can keep hitting the Japs. If 
there’s a torpedo coming and you can dodge it, but it will end up hitting the carrier you’re 
protecting, then you don’t really have a choice: 
 
“You have to eat the fish.” 
 

Part VII 
 
Captain Tormolen was about halfway through his third “bull session” with the crew when a 
subtle, peculiar shudder ran through the ship. He didn’t think anything of it, but some of the 
older hands exchanged concerned glances, then got up and left. He glanced at Ensign Frye, but 
his temporary aide was busy taking notes and didn’t even glance up. 
 
A moment later, the intercom sounded. 
 
“Attention all hands, this is the captain. Some of you may have noticed that our speed is 
dropping. We are not – I repeat NOT – under attack. We appear to have suffered some sort of 
mechanical casualty. Engineering is on the problem, and we will resume normal ship’s 
movement as soon as possible. That is all.” 
 
Tormolen knew he didn’t have any place he ought to be in a situation like this. He didn’t even 
have any engineering expertise to offer; the finer details of designing the Manchester’s 
machinery had been handled by specialists. He’d just told them how fast he wanted her to 
move and how far he wanted her to travel, and gave them all the space belowdecks that they 
said they needed. 
 
Just the same, not knowing what was going on was maddening. He sped through the 
remainder of his (now almost memorized) lecture, asked for questions in a tone that indicated 
they wouldn’t be overly welcome, and then left for the bridge. 
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Captain Stark, however, wasn’t on the bridge. It was being run by the Executive Officer, 
Commander Alan Washburne. “Commander Washburne, may I ask what the problem is?” 
 
“Your guess is as good as mine, sir. The whole ship shook, Engineering called up for the 
captain, and he went down there. He’s been gone about 20 minutes. We still have some power, 
but we’re at 12 knots and slowing. I’ve been talking with Admiral Spruance’s staff. They want 
to be kept updated, but they can’t slow down for us. And the rest of the task force is pulling 
away.” 
 
“That’s probably the right thing to do. There could be Jap subs around. Not that that does us 
any good…” 
 
Washburne grimaced. “I thought about asking if they could spare a can or two, but if this fight 
is half as bad as I heard, they’ll need every ship they have. As it is, losing us would put a big 
hole in their defenses.” 
 
Just then Captain Stark returned to the bridge. His hands and uniform were smeared with 
grease, and he had a fierce scowl on his face. “Sparks, get me the flagship.” 
 
From his position, Tormolen couldn’t hear the precise words of the conversation, but he could 
pick up on the tone: Stark was angry, apologetic, and embarrassed as he spoke.  
 
After a few minutes, he switched off the TBS and turned on the 1MC. “Attention all hands, this 
is the captain. As I told you earlier, we have a problem with the engines. The Chief Engineer 
and his crew are trying to find and fix the problem, but as of this moment they are still baffled.  
 
“We still have some power, though. Commander Book assures me we can make at least 10 
knots while they work. And we have our orders: we are to continue on course while we 
attempt repairs. If we can get back to full power within the next few hours, we are to sprint 
and catch up to the rest of the Task Force. If it takes longer than four hours, then we are to join 
up with the Yorktown’s Task Force and escort her. And if the Yorktown passes us and we’re 
still crippled, we’re to turn back to Pearl. 
 
“One thing must be made clear: we are on our own out here. The Task Forces can spare no 
ships to assist us, escort us, or take us under tow. And we dare not reveal our presence by 
calling back to Pearl for any help – at least not until after the battle. So if we do have to go back 
home, it’s going to be a slow trip – and there could be Jap subs anywhere.” 
 
Stark switched off the intercom and turned towards Tormolen. “Captain Tormolen, I knew 
coming in to this command that this ship was a test bed for all kinds of new weapons and 
equipment and systems and ideas. I knew that a good chunk of our time would be devoted to 
finding and fixing all kinds of screwups. But do you have any notion of what sorts of bright 
ideas your boys might have come up with for the engines that would be giving Commander 
Book and his boys such fits?” 
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Part VIII 
 
It had been a long 24 hours. The Manchester’s black gang was slaving away belowdecks, 
trying to find and fix the problem that had hobbled their proud (but untested) ship. They had 
watched the rest of their Task Force sail away, leaving them to plod along at less than a third 
of their full speed. Toss in the expectation that the Japanese submarines were expected at any 
minute to set up their picket line between Pearl Harbor and Midway, and it was a very tense, 
very unpleasant time.  
 
Joe Tormolen had been so worked up that he’d volunteered to stand a torpedo watch. He 
found himself high on the superstructure for four hours, alongside several other crew 
members who couldn’t stand being belowdecks while off duty. He didn’t even have a pair of 
binoculars; they’d all been claimed by those who’d gotten there first. So he, along with dozens 
of the crew, found themselves looking out to sea for the telltale wake of an incoming torpedo.  
 
But the fear and frustration that drove them all to the rails couldn’t sustain it. None of them 
had been ordered out, just told by the Officer of the Deck that “if you want to, go ahead” and a 
station was suggested. (One man made such a nuisance of himself that the OOD “suggested” 
the man lash himself to the radar antenna and look in all directions as it spun around.) 
Gradually, one by one and in small groups, most of them quietly abandoned their “posts” 
within a few hours. They were replaced by other crew members seeking something to do that 
at least seem productive. 
 
Belowdecks the engineers, in a paroxysm of methodical desperation, tore into the engines and 
drive train to find the problem that hobbled their ship. Something had cut their top speed to a 
bare ten knots, and they were bound and determined to find and fix it. Not one man had left 
engineering willingly; after 12 hours, the chief engineer had ordered a third of his crew to go 
away for at least four hours. And when they came back, the captain had come down and 
ordered the chief engineer to his own bunk for four hours. 
 
28 and a half hours after he made his first announcement, Captain Stark spoke on the 1MC. 
Tormolen was in his cabin, trying to sum up all the things that the Manchester’s crew had told 
him about their experiences. He paused to listen. 
 
“Attention all hands, this is the captain. It took a lot of time and a lot of work, but the 
engineers have found the problem with the engines. They say they can’t do a real fix without 
at least a few weeks in port, preferably in a drydock, but they have come up with a 
workaround that will give us full performance. They can’t guarantee it will hold for more than 
a week, and it could make the eventual repair work even more difficult, but it ought to get us 
through this battle.  
 
“We won’t be rejoining Task Force 16, though. They’ve gotten too far ahead of us, and we can’t 
catch up to them. However, Task Force 17 will be passing by here in about 10 hours, and we’ll 
be joining up with them. For the duration of this battle, we will be part of Admiral Fletcher’s 
group, assigned to escort and protect the USS Yorktown. 
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“And lord knows she’ll need us. Some of you may have heard that she took a real pounding at 
the Coral Sea. What you may not have heard is that the initial damage estimates said she’d be 
laid up for three months. But when it came out that we didn’t have three months, the yard 
crew got her in and out in three days. She’s seaworthy and ready for a fight, but underneath I 
know she’s still hurting.  
 
“This is what this ship was made for, men. We’re sailing into what is shaping up to be a major 
battle between aircraft carriers. We have three big flattops going into harm’s way, facing the 
Japs. And we know that the Japs have at least that many ships, most likely more. The Japs are 
going to want to put our flattops on the bottom, and will throw everything they have at them. 
 
“That’s where we come in. This ship was built for the express purpose of turning Jap planes 
into Jap subs. To take Tojo’s finest birds and blow them to pieces. To keep the Jap planes from 
getting anywhere near us.  
 
”We’ve got the best guns, the best equipment, and the best crew the Navy could find. Yes, 
we’re untested, and yes, we’ve uncovered some bugs that need fixing. But those are problems 
we will overcome.  
 
“We will not be seeking out the enemy. We will not be challenging them and putting their 
ships on the bottom.  
 
”We are not the sword arm of the fleet. We are the shield arm. We protect the swords, we 
make them free to strike down the enemy. We keep the enemy swords at bay. We blunt their 
attacks, we fend off their assaults.  
 
“We can expect an attack that could very easily in the hundreds of planes. We can expect to be 
attacked with bombs and torpedoes. And these will be fired by many of the same men who 
put a lot of battleships on the bottom of Pearl Harbor. They are very determined, very skilled, 
flying very good planes, and doing their level best to send us to the bottom. 
 
“Instead, we’ll be sending them there. By the dozens, by the hundreds if need be. 
 
“That is all.” 
 
Tormolen put his pad aside and rushed to the bridge. Even he could feel the vibrations as the 
Manchester picked up speed. 
 
”Captain Stark! I’m relieved that the engines are back up to full power. Can I ask what 
happened?” 
 
Tormolen turned towards his guest with a frown. “Well, Tormolen, it looks like the yard 
monkeys that put the engines together got a few things wrong. The freshwater frammis was 
hooked up backwards, and it finally gave up the ghost. We’ve had to bypass it and hook up 
the squibby manifold directly to the portside widget. It’s not designed for that kind of stress, 
but it ought to hold up for a week or so.” 
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“Um… what? I didn’t understand one word you said, Captain.” 
 
“That’s because what I said was absolute nonsense. It took Commander Book half an hour to 
explain it so I could get a bit of a grasp on just what was wrong, and another fifteen minutes to 
get me to understand the fix. I’d tell you to go down there and ask him for your own crash 
course in power plants, but he’s busy keeping it all from flying apart and I don’t want you 
interrupting him.” 
 
“Oh… I’m sorry, sir. I was just curious.” 
 
”After we get back to Pearl, Tormolen, you can grill Book all you want about what your 
designers and builders screwed up. But for right now, we need him right where he is, doing 
what only he can do.” 
 
“Thank you, sir. May I ask about our immediate plans?” 
 
“As I said over the intercom, we’ll be joining up with the Yorktown’s group in about six hours. 
When the two groups roundezvous, we might switch back to the Enterprise or Hornet, but I 
suspect we’ll stay with the Yorktown.” 
 

Part IX 
 
It was dusk when the Manchester slipped into the Yorktown’s formation. As befitting her anti-
aircraft firepower, she took up station off Waltzing Matilda’s port bow. However, in 
recognition of her recent mechanical problems, she was kept at a respectful distance – no one 
wanted to run her down should she suddenly lose power again.  
 
On the bridge, Captain Stark was using the TBS radio to coordinate with Admiral Fletcher’s 
staff. They had worked up a decent plan for defending the Yorktown, and now had a new 
element to consider.  
 
It took some doing, but it was the sort of complication that commanders enjoy – having more 
resources than expected. In the end, it was decided that the Manchester would stay off the 
Yorktown’s bow, about 1500 yards, generally along the axis towards the Japanese.  
 
Oddly enough, the closer battle drew, the calmer Captain Stark seemed to grow. It was as if he 
was anxious to be commanding an untested, experimental warship, and wanted – if not 
needed – to prove the worth of both himself and his ship.  
 
The two task forces met and finalized their battle plans. According to what the intelligence 
guys back at Pearl said, the Japanese should be in position to strike at Midway very soon.  
 

Part X 
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Captain Joe Tormolen stood on the wing of the bridge, gazing off to starboard at the 
Yorktown. Plane after plane roared off her deck, rising into the dawn air to seek out and strike 
at the Japanese. Off in the distance, he could imagine much the same happening with 
Yorktown’s sisters, Enterprise and Hornet. 
 
This was the most frustrating part, the part he’d never taken into consideration. Being aboard 
a purely defensive ship was a rough assignment. You spent most of your time bored out of 
your skull, waiting for something exciting to happen. And then when it did – most likely an 
enemy attack – you kicked yourself for wishing for just this circumstance.  
 
He resolved to relish these quiet times, the endless waits for enemy attacks that may or may 
never come. He would embrace the boredom, revel in the quiet, savor the tension of preparing 
for events that might come. 
 
He failed miserably. 
 
As the final Dauntlesses, Wildcats, and Devastators soared off to fight, Tormolen returned to 
his borrowed cabin. He had more notes to jot down, the latest being the continued concerns 
the crew voiced about torpedoes. The Japanese torpedo bombers had taken their toll at Pearl 
Harbor and the Coral Sea. The Yorktown had barely evaded numerous torpedoes at the latter, 
but the Lexington had not been so lucky. Two torpedoes had struck her to port, and helped 
send her to the bottom.  
 
Back in Washington, the thoughts of defending against torpedo attacks seemed ridiculous. The 
Manchester was not intended to operate alone, but near the center of a task force, most likely 
built around an aircraft carrier or a battleship. And what type of enemy would pass on a 
chance to put a torpedo or three in a capital ship and go after a souped-up destroyer like 
Manchester? 
 
But now that he was out on the Manchester, in the heart of a task force, barely a hundred miles 
(probably) from a whole Japanese fleet, Tormolen found himself deeply missing the security of 
a bulge or a torpedo bulkhead or something that would offer the ship even just a little 
protection from torpedoes.  
 
A wise old officer had once told Joe one of the secrets of winning battles at sea: “You don’t 
sink ships by putting holes in them that let in air. You sink them by putting holes in them that 
let in water.”  
 
There was no better weapon for getting water into a ship than a torpedo, and the Japanese 
torpedoes were rumored to be the best in the world. 
 
Tormolen looked down at the page in front of him. Perfectly blank. He had the ideas he 
wanted to convey, but just couldn’t seem to get them into words on paper. Every time he 
started putting a sentence together, his mind was drawn to the planes he’d seen take off barely 
an hour ago. 
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Finally, he gave up. He put his pen and paper back in the drawer, then headed back to the 
bridge. If he was lucky, Captain Stark would permit him to loiter there for a while, awaiting 
word on how the air strike had gone. 
 
As he left his cabin, he glanced at his clock. It was 9:45. 
 

Part XI 
 
“Planes! Many aircraft, coming in, 20 degrees off the port bow!” 
 
The cry of the lookout snapped Captain Tormolen out of his reverie. He’d been musing about 
what it would be like to see the Manchester fighting off a determined air attack, and now it 
seemed to be coming true. 
 
The ship’s claxon sounded General Quarters, and the intercom blared. “All hands, stand by for 
air attack!” 
 
Tormolen stepped back into a recess on the superstructure, then waited for the crew to find its 
way to battle stations. As a guest aboard, he had no assigned station; he figured the best he 
could do was to stay out of the way. Now that he was fairly comfortable that everyone was at 
their post, he could make his way up to the bridge. 
 
The bridge was a scene of quiet intensity. Captain Stark was speaking in a normal volume, but 
the tension came through clearly. “I want all guns at the ready to fire at my command – but 
NO ONE is to fire until I say so.” 
 
”Aye aye, sir.” 
 
“And I won’t be giving the word until we’re damned certain who we’re shooting at. There are 
a lot of our boys up there, and I heard all about what happened at Pearl. It’ll be a cold day in 
hell that this ship fires on another American.” 
 
”Yes, sir.” 
 
“Sparks, let me know the instant the Yorktown identifies those birds. And tell our lookouts 
that if they ID those planes before we get the word, I’ll personally buy the first round back in 
Pearl for all of them.” 
 
“Yes, sir!” 
 
Tormolen leaned back into “his” corner – the dark, out-of-the-way part he’d quietly claimed as 
his own station. He’d gotten quite good at watching without intruding, observing without 
interfering, seeing without being seen. 
 
The radio operator suddenly spun his head around – “Sir, the Yorktown says to stand down, 
they’re ours!” 
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The wave of relief swept through the bridge. While all of them were eager to prove their ship’s 
worth, they still weren’t overly enthusiastic about being the target of an enemy attack any 
sooner than absolutely necessary. 
 
Captain Stark let the crew savor the moment, then spoke. “Tell the crew to stand down, but 
remain at General Quarters. If our boys found the Japs, there’s a chance the Japs might have 
followed ‘em home. And tell the lookouts to pay close attention to any planes that seem to be 
stragglers – I wouldn’t put it past them to try to sneak in right behind our boys.” 
 
The radio operator pressed his headphone to his ear, listening intently. Then he spun around, 
a huge grin splitting his face. “Captain, word from the Yorktown. The air crews report heavy 
losses, especially the torpedo bombers, but they report at least three Jap carriers sunk!” 
 
The bridge exploded in cheers. Captain Stark tolerated it for a moment, then shouted it down. 
“That’s enough, boys. Let’s hold the celebrations until those reports are confirmed. Those 
flyboys have a pretty hefty tendency to exaggerate. 
 
“But I think we can safely say that they found the Jap fleet, and did some damage. That means 
the Japs will be looking for some payback – and we’ve seen that they can hit pretty damned 
hard.”  
 
Tormolen eased out of his corner and went out on to the bridge’s port wing. He hadn’t kept a 
careful count on the departing planes this morning, but it seemed that there were indeed a lot 
fewer coming back.  
 
That was a mixed sign. It meant that the pilots had been in a tough fight. That means that there 
was a sizable Japanese fleet out there, to do that kind of damage. It meant there were probably 
carriers, because anti-aircraft guns could only do so much – the kind of casualties the wings 
had suffered implied fighters, and fighters meant carriers. It meant that the Americans had 
found the Japanese first, and that was a serious advantage.  
 
An advantage, though, did not mean a guaranteed win. Even if the Americans had sunk three 
carriers, the Japanese still had a sizable advantage of numbers. And the Japanese had proven 
themselves time and again to be very, very fierce enemies. 
 

Part XII 
 
“Captain! Message from the Yorktown! They say about two dozen Jap planes coming in, 
bearing 340 relative!” 
 
Captain Stark grabbed the 1MC while his eyes darted out off the port bow. “All hands, stand 
by for air attack. Set Condition ‘Easy.’” 
 
Tormolen also squinted off in the indicated direction, but couldn’t see anything. He presumed 
the Yorktown’s fighters had spotted the incoming attackers. 
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“Tormolen, come over here.”  
 
He stepped up to the captain. “Yes, sir?” 
 
“You might find this educational. Condition ‘Easy’ is a battle tactic we cooked up. The 
helmsman has full control of the ship’s speed and course, and he has one job: to keep our 
charge – in this case, that beast over there – “ he pointed at the Yorktown, to starboard and a 
little aft, “right where she is, out that window. We have a single lookout whose whole job is to 
watch her every move and watch for any signal that she’s changing course or speed, and he 
relays that directly to the helmsman. Ideally, we hold our relative position as if we were 
welded to the end of a giant steel rod. That’s where our speed and maneuverability advantage 
really come into play. 
 
“It’s kind of how they used to describe battlecruisers – ‘they can outfight anything they can’t 
outrun, and outrun anything they can’t outfight.’ In our case, we are faster and more 
maneuverable than any ship we might be assigned to escort, and anything faster or more 
maneuverable doesn’t need us as an escort. 
 
“The other part of Condition ‘Easy’ is doubling the lookouts. Every lookout post now has two 
men assigned. One of them watches the air, the other the sea. Since we’re following the 
Yorktown’s lead, we don’t have the full maneuvering discretion other ships have. So the sea 
lookout watches for other ships, to make sure we don’t run into any of them. They also watch 
for torpedoes – you never know when a sub might show up and ruin your whole day.” 
 
“Sounds like a good strategy, Captain. How well does it work?” 
 
“We’re about to find out.” And with that, Stark turned back to the brewing battle. 
 

Part XIII 
 
Captain Tormolen watched as the bridge crew prepared for the fight.  
 
The radio operator relayed the word from the Yorktown. “Sir, the fighter CAP is engaging the 
enemy. They identify the enemy as 18 Val dive-bombers, escorted by six Zeros. They say we’re 
not to engage until they get within 8,000 yards.” 
 
“Is that when the Wildcats will break off their attack?” 
 
There was a brief pause. “Sir, that’s when they will order the Wildcats to break off. But they 
think the pilots might not listen, and risk chasing the Japs right into our fire.” 
 
Captain Stark grimaced. “Brave men. But we can’t let that sway us. Fire control, don’t wait for 
my order – the instant those planes get within 8,000 yards, all main guns able to be brought to 
bear are to open fire. The 40’s and the 20’s are also free to fire as soon as the Japs are in range.” 
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Tormolen could just barely make out the incoming aircraft. They were coming in high, and he 
could see a few smoky trails where some planes had already been sent plummeting to the sea. 
His curiosity got the better of him, and he quietly made his way out on to the bridge’s port 
wing. He wanted to see the battle as clearly as possible. 
 
“Pardon me, sir?”  
 
It was Ensign Frye, the aide Captain Stark had assigned to Tormolen. “Yes, Mr. Frye?” 
 
“The captain suggests you come back inside the bridge before the fight starts.” 
 
“Were those the captain’s precise words?” 
 
”Yes, sir. He made it very clear that he thought you should come in, but said he was not 
making it an order.” 
 
Tormolen considered the matter. It was odd that the captain made such a point of not making 
it an order.  
 
He glanced around the wing, realizing just then how exposed he was. Should the Japs choose 
to attack the Manchester directly, he would be completely vulnerable to them. 
 
“Tell the captain I appreciate his concern, and will come back in before the Japs get too close.” 
 
“Aye-aye, sir.” Frye went back into the bridge. 
 
Tormolen glanced off to his right. The three bow turrets were trained on the incoming planes, 
their guns turning and rising minutely as they drew nearer. Off to his left, the three broadside 
mounts were doing the same. And to the stern, out of his sight, he presumed the three turrets 
were doing the same. 
 
He looked once again at the incoming attackers. He was no judge of distance, but it seemed 
that they had to be close enough to fire upon. Any minute now, the Manchester would finally 
be doing what she had been born to do – defend a United States Navy capital ship against an 
air attack. This was the moment he had imagined years ago, when he looked at the plans for 
the Atlanta-class cruisers and had a vision of a beefed-up version, with roughly twice the 
firepower, sweeping the skies of enemies. This was the culmination of years of his work. He 
couldn’t miss this for anything. Nothing could pry him away from this very spot.  
 
KER-WHAMM!!!!!! 
 

Part XIV 
 
Captain Joe Tormolen gazed stupidly at his feet. What the hell were they doing there against 
the bulkhead? They ought to be down on the deck. Instead, that was where his back was. 
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He shook his head, but it didn’t help the ringing. He slowly climbed back to his feet, then was 
nearly knocked back down again. He staggered his way back to the bridge. As he reached the 
hatch, it swung open and Ensign Frye grabbed him and hauled him inside. 
 
“Mr. Tormolen! So glad you could join us in here. By the way, in your notes to the design staff, 
you might want to mention that some quirk in the superstructure’s layout tends to focus the 
blast effects of a full broadside on the bridge wing positions.” 
 
Tormolen was getting more and more annoyed with that smirk of Captain Stark’s. “I’ll be sure 
to include that, Captain. And once the fighting is over, I’ll be glad to go back out on the wing 
and pick up the pieces of my skull I left behind.” 
 
“Excellent. In the meantime, though, Mr. Frye will escort you down to sick bay.” 
 
”That’s all right, I’ll just lie down in my cabin for a while.” 
 
“That wasn’t a suggestion, Mr. Tormolen. Unlike my request that you not stay out on this 
wing, that was an order. You might have a concussion. If Doc says you can rest up in your 
cabin, then Mr. Frye will take you there. But you WILL be checked out before then.” 
 
This was the first time Tormolen could remember Captain Stark giving him an order since he 
came aboard. Of course, his memory and thoughts weren’t the sharpest at the moment. If 
nothing else, he could use some aspirin. He allowed Ensign Frye to lead him by the arm off the 
bridge as he felt a fresh shaking beneath his feet. 
 
The 40mm and 20mm cannons had just opened up. Apparently the Japanese were getting 
closer. 
 

Part XV 
 
“Attention all hands: secure from General Quarters. Damage control teams, stand by to lend 
assistance to the Yorktown.” 
 
The 1MC roused Captain Tormolen from his rest. His headache was down to a manageable 
dull throbbing. And now that the fighting seemed to be over for now, he was desperate to find 
out what he had missed. 
 
Captain Stark was on the bridge, talking on the radio. Out to port, Tormolen could see the 
Yorktown. She didn’t look good. Smoke rose from at least two points, and she was not 
moving. 
 
“What happened?” he blurted out. 
 
Stark glanced at Tormolen, then finished his conversation. Handing the microphone back to 
the radio operator, he resumed his center position. 
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”On the plus side, we shot down seven Jap bombers. Possibly more. On the other hand, two 
bombs hit the Yorktown. The one that hit aft of the island started a rather nasty fire, but they 
got it under control quickly enough. But the other one went right into the stack. It exploded 
right in the uptakes and took out all the engines. Admiral Fletcher is considering transferring 
his flag to the Astoria, because they can’t even guess when they’ll get the Yorktown moving 
again.  
 
“We took the only attack, though. The Japs missed Enterprise and Hornet entirely, and it’s 
been confirmed – it cost us a lot of planes and pilots, but we put three carriers out of action in 
about fifteen minutes.  
 
“They’ve got a fourth one out there, though, and this fight ain’t over. Not by a long shot.” 
 
Stark glanced over at Yorktown and grimaced. “We have damage control teams ready to head 
over there and help out, but we’re still waiting to see if they need the help. No other ships took 
any damage. And you ought to be glad to know that the Manchester performed even better 
than you could imagine. We shot down seven Vals, and maybe got a piece of a Zero or two. 
Only one Val got its bomb off on our side, and we took her down about half a second after she 
dropped. And we got the bomber that dropped the bomb that hit the flight deck – she came in 
from the starboard quarter, and her pullout path took her right into our guns.” 
 
“That’s  pretty good shooting.” Tormolen felt a small thrill of pride, but managed to keep it 
out of his voice. 
 
Stark nodded slowly. “Not too bad, but I wish we could have taken down that last one a 
second or two sooner. The bomb she dropped is the one that went right into the stacks.” 
 
“Matilda’s a tough old gal. They said she’d need three months in the shop after the Coral Sea, 
and she sailed after three days.” 
 
“Tormolen, I took a tour of her during the repairs. They didn’t fix her, they patched her up. 
Even before those bombs hit, she still needed a couple of months in drydock. They slapped 
some bandages on her and shoved her back out to sea because they didn’t have any choice. 
They needed her deck out here in the worst way, and that’s just how they got her.” 
 
“Excuse me, captain?” The radio officer seemed understandably reluctant to interrupt the two 
captains’ discussion. “The Astoria is closing on the Yorktown. Admiral Fletcher is officially 
transferring his flag, and he’s turned overall command to Admiral Spruance on the 
Enterprise.” 
 
Stark turned to Tormolen. “OK, Tormolen, you’re the one who’s been on the staff of an 
admiral. What does that say to you?” 
 
“Nothing good. It means that Fletcher doesn’t think the Yorktown is going to be fit for combat 
any time soon, and might even be in danger of sinking, so he’s getting himself and his staff out 
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of the way of the Yorktown’s crew. He also doesn’t think he can effectively command the 
combined task force from the Astoria, so he’s passing the ball to Admiral Spruance.  
 
“Spruance is a fine man, but he’s not a carrier man. He commanded a cruiser division before 
this, and I don’t think he ever even served on a carrier before this. He’s got a good staff wth 
him – most of Admiral Halsey’s staff, in fact, minus me and a few others – and they will serve 
him well, but Fletcher is the real carrier admiral. 
 
“On the other hand, we’ve scratched three of the enemy’s carriers. On paper, that changes the 
odds from four to three in their favor to two to one in ours. But there’s also the psychological 
element at play. They thought they would have the advantage of surprise, and thought we’d 
be hard-pressed to counter with a single flattop. Instead, we hit them with every carrier we 
have, and put down three of theirs in a matter of minutes. They’re going to be furious and out 
for revenge, but they’re also going to be a little spooked.  
 
“They’re angry, they’re surprised, they’re humiliated, and they’re a little bit frightened. That is 
not a healthy combination. They’re going to want to hurt us even harder than we hurt them, 
but they’re going to most likely do it in a very brash, very careless way. They’ve made a lot of 
mistakes so far, and they’re going to keep making them.” 
 
Tormolen suddenly realized he’d been lecturing. He’d come aboard promising to listen, and 
here we was monopolizing the conversation. “I’m sorry. I slipped back into ‘staff’ mode 
there.” 
 
Stark shook his head. “No, please continue. This is good stuff, the kind of stuff we don’t 
usually hear down here. It’s good to get a glimpse at the big picture. So they’re angry and 
hurting. They want to hit back, but they don’t have much to hit us with. What do you think 
they’ll do?” 
 
Tormolen considered the matter carefully before continuing. “First up, the attack on Midway 
gets put on hold until they take care of us. They don’t dare bring up their landing forces until 
they’re certain we’re no longer a threat.  
 
“Secondly, since we now have the edge in carriers and planes, they need to counter that. They 
still have a huge surface force with them. In a toe-to-toe slugging match, we don’t have a 
prayer.  
 
“If they’re smart, they’ll wait a few hours, closer to sunset, and then send their fastest surface 
ships right at us. If they can get close enough to force a gun fight – especially in the dark – they 
can still salvage this whole fiasco. It would be worth it to them to trade three of their carriers 
for our last three – especially if they also capture Midway in the process. 
 
“So the smart thing for us to do would be to keep hitting them as hard as we can right up until 
sunset, then race off away from them. At full speed, we have a significant advantage over their 
battlewagons – a good five to seven knots. If I were Spruance, as soon as the last plane is back 
on deck, I’d set course for about fifteen degrees west of a straight line for Pearl and put some 
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ocean between us and the Japs during the night. Then, towards dawn, turn around and head 
right back at them for another day of pounding. If we can make a clean sweep of things and 
put that fourth carrier on the bottom too, it could change the whole course of this war.” 
 
Stark nodded slowly. “Yeah, that makes a lot of sense. But that doesn’t have too much to do 
with us right now. The Yorktown’s not going anywhere any time soon, so we won’t be pulling 
back. And we still have a good six or seven hours until sunset for that fourth Jap carrier to 
throw more attacks at us.” 
 
“Sorry, sir. I’m used to looking at the big picture. It’s kind of hard for me to see the finer 
details, even when I am one of those finer details.” 
 

Part XVI 
 
Tormolen looked out the window, amazed. The Yorktown, a helpless derelict a mere hour ago, 
was now steaming along at a brisk 20 knots. She’d launched her fighters to keep the Japanese 
at bay. And there was hardly a sign of the damage that had crippled her. 
 
“She’s one tough old broad,” he said softly. 
 
Not softly enough. Captain Stark had heard him. “Yes, she is, Mr. Tormolen. In the past 
month, she’s taken enough damage to put any three ships on the bottom, and look at her – 
hardly a sign she’s suffered a scratch. But she’s an eggshell. They’ve patched her up as best 
they can, but underneath she’s held together with tape and baling wire and wishes. It’s the 
combined prayers of a couple thousand sailors keeping her afloat right now, and not much 
else. She needs a couple of months of TLC in a shipyard to get her back to full fighting trim, 
and I don’t think even Pearl can do the job. After this, it’s back to the west coast for her – 
Bremerton, I’d bet.” 
 
“Has Admiral Fletcher shifted his flag back aboard?” 
 
”No, and I don’t think he’s going to. For good or ill, he’s passed the torch to Spruance. The rest 
of this fight is his.” 
 
The radio operator interrupted. “Sir, it’s the Yorktown! They report over a dozen enemy 
planes coming in. They’re about 30 miles out, and low. They think it’s torpedo bombers this 
time.” 
 
Stark flicked the intercom and addressed the crew. “Attention all hands, secure from condition 
‘Easy’ and resume general quarters. Prepare for another air attack – this one likely to be 
torpedo bombers.” 
 
He turned back to Captain Tormolen and smiled. It wasn’t a happy expression, but that of a 
predator. “Well, Mr. Tormolen. Would you care to stay inside for round two?” 
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Part XVII 
 
 “Sir, the Jap planes are splitting up into two groups!” 
 
“Helm, move us about a thousand yards ahead of the Yorktown, and about a hundred yards 
to her port. Sparks, notify the Yorktown we’re moving. If this is going to be a torpedo attack, 
that’s where we’ll need to be.” 
 
The officers jumped at Captain Stark’s orders. Captain Tormolen could feel the engines surge 
through the deck. 
 
Stark leaned over to Tormolen. “I’ve been expecting this. I’ve spent a lot of time thinking and 
studying up on torpedo bomber attacks. The best tactic seems to be to split into two groups, 
then attack the bow from both sides. The torpedoes set up a cross-fire situation – if you turn to 
comb one group of fish, you turn your full broadside to the other group. It’s how the Japs got 
the Lexington at the Coral Sea.” 
 
Tormolen nodded. He had a passing familiarity with the tactic. “So, how do you defeat it?” 
 
Stark grimaced. “We’re still working on that. Obviously, the best way is to knock down the 
planes before they drop. And we’re going to try that. But if they do drop… 
 
“One theory is you go full speed and try to outrun the crossfire, trusting your speed and 
maneuverability to keep safe. That’s not an option for the Yorktown in her current state.  
 
”Another is to turn into one of the groups, minimizing your profile towards them, while 
shooting the hell out of the other group. Again, it depends on your ship’s speed and 
maneuverability, two things the Yorktown’s lacking right now. And when you consider that 
the Jap planes can move at about 10 times as fast as she can, it’s a temporary fix at best. 
 
”But I’ve been working up a twist on that. We’re going to throw everything we have at the 
portside group. We’re going to knock down, scare off, or at least distract as many of those Japs 
as we can. Then we can turn into the starboard group and try to dodge their fish.” 
 
Tormolen considered it. It wasn’t a great plan, depending a lot on hope and luck, but he didn’t 
see any better alternatives.  
 
“OK, I want the forward, portside, and aft main guns all engaging the portside Japs. The 
starboard battery can go after them, but I want every single gun that can be brought to bear to 
focus on the Japs off to port. And all mounts are free to engage as soon as the enemy is in 
range.” 
 
Stark glared out at the still-invisible enemy and frowned. “You know, Tormolen, we just might 
get to use the Flaming… er, stinger in this fight.” 
 
“That’s what it was intended for, sir.”  
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“Well, here’s another note for your buddies back at the Bureau of Ships. Most of the time, 
those guns are dead weight. At high enough speed or in rough enough seas, they bounce 
around too much to be stable platforms. 
 
”Now, with us shackled to the Yorktown, we’re moving slowly enough and the sea is calm 
enough to keep that station relatively stable. But the enemy will be coming in in the fore 
quadrants, not off the stern.  
 
“I’ve spent a lot of time talking with our pilots. They say that the last angle they want to come 
in from is astern. Not only does it give them the smallest target to hit, but they also have to 
subtract the target’s speed from their own – which means they spend the most time in the 
sights of the target. I’ve tested it, and they’re right – they make nice, big, juicy targets that 
don’t even seem to move, just get bigger and bigger. They prefer to come in off the bow or on 
the beam. So it might be a good idea to move those guns to somewhere they could do a bit 
more good – even if it means on another ship.” 
 
Tormolen sighed. “Yes, Captain.” 
 
Stark noticed the reaction. “Tormolen, I’ve given you a lot of grief for the problems we’ve had 
with the Manchester. But don’t get me wrong. She’s one hell of a good ship. Most of the 
problems are the kinds that come with any new design, and we’ve fixed a lot of them. The 
biggest problem we had was that breakdown with the engines, and that wasn’t a design issue 
at all.  
 
“You and your boys did a damned fine job coming up with this ship, and so far she’s 
performed better than we could have hoped. And I got a hunch that in the next half hour or so, 
we’re going to impress the hell out of a bunch of Jap flyers.” 
 
Stark’s final words were punctuated with a shudder. The Japanese had just entered the range 
of the Manchester’s main guns. 
 

Part XVIII 
 
Captain Tormolen watched as the sky, previously a soft blue accented by puffy white clouds, 
was blackened by anti-aircraft fire. The Yorktown and her consorts, most notably the 
Manchester, were hurling up two massive walls of steel against the oncoming Japanese 
torpedo bombers.  
 
The American fighters had been outnumbered by the Kates’ escorting Zeroes, but managed to 
shoot down one of the torpedo bombers. That still left four sweeping in on the Yorktown from 
the starboard bow, five from the port.  
 
“There goes one!” the excitable Ensign Frye shouted, pointing off to starboard. Tormolen saw 
where he was pointing – a long, thin trail of flame and smoke was curving down into the sea. 
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“And that’s two!” This time there was no trail, just a splash and a brief glimpse of fire on the 
water. 
 
Shooting down two in such quick succession was a remarkable feat, but there were still seven 
more coming in. 
 
The rhythmic KRAK! of the five-inch guns was supplemented by the faster thrumming of the 
40-mm guns as the enemy drew closer. Tormolen found himself imagining the view from the 
Yorktown’s gun gallery; it must look like the Manchester was afire. He recalled reading the 
accounts of the Battle of Jutland, and the stories of HMS Agincourt. The “turret farm” had 
carried seven turrets, each mounting 2 12-inch guns, and when she fired a full broadside, some 
witnesses feared she had blown up. With 18 5-inch guns all firing in rough sync, along with 
the 40-mm Bofors and now the 20-mm Oerlikon cannons, it must have had a similar 
appearance. 
 
“We got a third one!” Frye shouted. It was like listening to a baseball game on the radio, but 
Tormolen could see for himself. He wondered if Captain Stark was going to tell Frye to knock 
it off, but he ignored the young ensign and focused on fighting his ship. 
 
And that was the perfect term for Stark. He constantly shifted his attention from one aspect of 
the battle to another, never losing track of the big picture or getting distracted with extraneous 
details. He glanced at the incoming planes on both sides, he checked the course and speed 
readouts, and occasionally verified that the Yorktown was still where she was supposed to be.  
 
“One down to port!”  
 
Tormolen forced himself to look out to port. The flak was lighter than off to starboard, where 
the Manchester was focusing most of her fire. But every gun that couldn’t come to bear to port 
was throwing everything they had at the incoming Japanese bombers, along with the portside 
guns of the Yorktown and her other escorts. The efforts had finally drawn blood, as one of the 
five bombers approaching lost a wing and went cartwheeling into the sea. 
 
Then there was a sudden burst of light and flame from the port, an explosion bigger than any 
seen so far in midair.  
 
”Holy crap! One of the shells must have hit the torpedo head-on! He just vaporized!” 
 
Captain Stark smiled. “That was a one-in-a-million shot, but I guess if you shoot enough shots, 
you’ll get that kind of a lucky break. We’ll take it.” 
 
“There he goes! Last starboard bomber has been splashed!”  
 
Stark barked out the new orders. “Fore and aft guns, switch targets to the portside planes! 
Helm, stand by for emergency maneuvers!” 
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Tormolen looked out the front windows of the bridge as the main guns began to swivel and 
bring their guns to bear to port. He cursed to himself – they were too damned slow. 
 
“Sir, they’re dropping their fish! One in the water! Now two… got him! And there goes the 
third bomber – I don’t think he dropped in time! And there goes number four!” 
 
”Confirm that report, mister!”  
 
“Confirmed, sir! Two planes to port splashed, three fish in the water, coming in!”  
 
“Helm, full ahead and come port! Sparks, make sure the Yorktown knows they’ve got three 
fish coming in from port!” 
 
As the Manchester began to swing to port, Tormolen found himself wondering what Stark’s 
intentions were. Did he want to avoid the incoming torpedoes, or intercept them before they 
could reach the Yorktown? 
 
As the ship steadied, he realized it was a moot point. The Manchester had been traveling at 20 
knots, the best the Yorktown could manage in her battered state. And as fast as she could turn 
and accelerate, there was no getting around basic physics – no matter how hard they tried, the 
Manchester could never hope to intercept the torpedoes. 
 
Meanwhile, the forward guns kept hammering out their shells. Bomber number eight 
suddenly lost a wing and went spinning into the sea. It was too late, as she’d already dropped 
her torpedo, but she’d never drop another. 
 
The surviving Zeroes, tired of playing tag with the few Wildcats, formed up on the sole 
bomber left and headed back to their carrier. 
 
Tormolen looked back at the Yorktown. She was swinging to port, hoping to avoid the 
incoming torpedoes. But it was a lumbering turn, not even two-thirds of her normal top speed. 
He grimaced as the phrase “sitting duck” came to mind – followed by “dead duck.” 
 
A huge spout of water erupted on the Yorktown’s port side, roughly amidships. A moment 
later, another burst near the bow. He waited and watched, his heart in his throat, but the there 
was no third detonation. The last torpedo either missed, or was a dud. 
 
The Manchester had done her best, and done an incredible job – she and the rest of the Task 
Force had shot down eight of the nine bombers that got past the fighters. But it hadn’t been 
enough. The Yorktown had been severely wounded yet again. 
 

Part XIX 
 
“Well, Tormolen, if you didn’t believe in miracles, I’d recommend you start doing so. Look 
over there – she’s still dead in the water and listing badly, but the Yorktown’s still afloat. And 
they’re going to re-board her and try to save her.” 
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Tormolen squinted through the faint light of dawn in the direction of the badly damaged 
carrier. Unbidden, the words to a song engraved on his heart slipped past his lips: 
 
“Oh, say, can you see/ By the dawn’s early light/ What so proudly we hailed/ At the 
twilight’s last gleaming?” 
 
Stark cocked an eyebrow at Tormolen. “They never did strike her colors, and there isn’t much 
wind, but that star-spangled banner does yet wave.” 
 
Tormolen blushed. “I’m sorry, Captain. I don’t know what came over me there.” 
 
”I do, and I respect it. It’s an awesome thing, how she’s survived all she’s been through, and 
I’d be a bit dismayed if you weren’t moved by it.” 
 
“Do you think they’ll try one last time to save her?” 
 
”By God, they better, Tormolen. After all she’s done for her country, it would be unthinkable 
to scuttle her. And all the same arguments that got her out of drydock and into this fight still 
hold – we need her in the worst way. But she deserves a long, thorough break. She’s out of this 
war for at least six months, and probably closer to a year.” 
 
Tormolen looked again at the battered Yorktown, and needed to change the subject. “So, what 
was the final tally from yesterday?” 
 
Stark also seemed relieved at the shift. “Four flat-tops sinking, or burning so badly they’ll have 
to go under. Big ones, too, not like the baby flat-top we put down at Coral Sea. Make no 
mistake about it, Tormolen, we just broke the back of the Japanese fleet. Four carriers and all 
their planes – because the ones we didn’t shoot down had no place to land. We still have the 
Enterprise and Hornet out there, just spoiling for a fight. The Saratoga should be back at Pearl 
any day now, and I hear the Wasp might be coming here from the Atlantic.” 
 
Tormolen, however, wasn’t so sure. “I don’t think we ‘broke their back,’ Captain, but you’re 
certainly right that we’ve sure as hell put a major dent in their plans. They might have no 
choice but to stop their expansion and focus on consolidating what they have already. And if 
they do, they give up the initiative. That’s when we’ll start our offensive, and we’ll be 
choosing when and where to fight.” 
 
“And that’ll be a nice change of pace, Mr. Tormolen.” 

 
Part XX 

 
Dawn broke on June 6, and the Yorktown was still afloat. Even though she had been 
abandoned and was listing heavily to port, she was still above the waves.  
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The Manchester, along with her task force (minus one destroyer left on “death watch” at the 
Yorktown), had joined up with the Enterprise and Hornet flotilla. Now that there was word 
that the Yorktown might yet be saved, she joined the Astoria and a group of destroyers to 
shepherd the battered and mauled carrier back to Pearl Harbor. 
 
As the recovery crew reboarded the Yorktown, the Manchester took up a position off her 
starboard side – once again placing herself between the carrier and the Japanese. There was 
still the danger of submarines, so Captain Stark had ordered the ship to take a “figure-eight” 
course, each leg three thousand yards long and the crossing point two thousand yards off the 
Yorktown’s starboard beam. There was little concern of yet another air attack, as reports were 
pretty solid that all four of the Japanese flattops that had come to Midway were sunk, but they 
were taking no chances. 
 
The greater threat was submarines. The Manchester wasn’t set up to do much against 
submarines – not only did she lack depth charges, but her size made her both less 
maneuverable and a bigger target than the destroyers. 
 
“I guess this is our punishment for letting those torpedo bombers get through.” 
 
Captain Tormolen didn’t realize he’d spoken just loudly enough for Captain Stark to hear. He 
was promptly corrected. 
 
“That’s an unworthy thing to say, Mr. Tormolen.” 
 
“I’m sorry, Captain. I didn’t realize I’d said that out loud.” 
 
“You did, mister, and I won’t stand for that kind of talk on my bridge. The Manchester did an 
exceptional job leading the Yorktown’s air defense, and Admiral Fletcher has expressed his 
appreciation to me personally. 
 
“The reason we’re out here is to provide more lookouts for submarines, and to use our 
firepower in case one should happen to surface. The Manchester has more guns than any four 
destroyers in this group. 
 
“Our job is to protect the Yorktown. Period. In pursuit of that goal, we will do whatever needs 
to be done.” 
 
Tormolen was properly ashamed. He’d seen the men of the Manchester fight with tremendous 
skill and daring, placing themselves at great risk, while defending the Yorktown. He’d seen 
the shame and pain they’d felt when she was hit by planes the Manchester had not been able 
to stop in time – first by bombs, then by torpedoes. Almost all those planes had not survived 
very long after they dropped their weapons, but that had been too late – the damage had been 
done. 
 
“I apologize, sir, to you and the men of the Manchester. And to Admiral Fletcher, for implying 
that he would place us at risk as a form of punishment.” 
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“Apology accepted, Mr. Tormolen. I trust you’ll be more respectful in the future.” 
 
Against all odds, it seemed the Yorktown might be saved after all. The salvage crews had been 
working to lighten the ship and stem the flooding. And best of all, there was word that a 
seagoing tug was on its way from Pearl Harbor to haul her home. 
 

Part XXI 
 
It was a good thing the Manchester was a ship, and not a land vessel, Captain Tormolen 
thought. She’d been carving the same stretch of water for about seven hours. On dry land, 
she’d have worn a trench for herself. At sea, the water parted before her and reformed behind 
her, leaving only the slightest traces that she had ever passed. 
 
Off to port, Tormolen could see the Yorktown. She was still listing, but not quite so low in the 
water. The salvage crews had tossed literally tons of dead weight overboard in preparation for 
the long, slow tow back to Pearl Harbor. The tug Vireo was ahead of the Yorktown, pulling 
with all her heart.Tucked up against the crippled carrier was one destroyer, the Hammann, 
apparently supplying electric power to the hulk. Five more destroyers milled around, 
watching fretfully for submarines. And the cruiser Astoria sat off the bow, with Admiral 
Fletcher aboard supervising the group. 
 
Tormolen had watched some of the jettisoning, fascinated. He’d seen the “bucket brigade” of 
men tossing five-inch shells overboard, followed by at least one of the big anti-aircraft guns. 
He’d winced at seeing the valuable materiel consigned to the deep, but consoled himself with 
the thought that if they couldn’t save the Yorktown, they would be lost anyway.  
 
As a guest aboard the Manchester, Tormolen had no assigned duties or stations aboard. And 
as had become his wont, he had moved discreetly from the bridge to the bridge wings, 
alternately watching the bridge crew and joining the lookouts.  
 
He still smarted from the dressing-down Captain Stark had given him hours ago. It had been a 
long time since he’d been so publicly chastised, and he didn’t like it. 
 
Worse, he’d deserved it. It was one thing to entertain the kinds of thoughts he’d had; it was 
another thing entirely to speak them aloud, within earshot of the crew. Toss in that he’d been 
an admiral’s aide speculating about the motivations of an admiral, and it had been even worse. 
He hoped Captain Stark truly accepted his apology. 
 
Tormolen glanced at the Yorktown’s mast. She was still flying her battle pennants, although 
they were hanging almost limp. It was largely the list of the ship – he estimated she was still 
leaning at least 20 degrees to port – that kept them from wrapping themselves around the staff. 
 
“Torpedoes!” 
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The Manchester was on the back side of her figure-eight course, running opposite the direction 
the Yorktown was facing. That meant that Tormolen was on the starboard wing, facing the 
carrier. The cry came from the opposite side. He raced back into the bridge. 
 
Captain Stark was at the conn. “All engines ahead emergency! Hard left rudder! Sound 
general quarters! Guns, stand ready for surface action!” 
 
The crew raced to answer his commands. Tormolen could feel the vibrations below his feet as 
the engines sped up, then felt the ship slowly list to starboard as the rudders bit into the sea 
and the Manchester started – slowly – swinging to port.  
 
Slowly. Too slowly. She’d only been making eight knots, and that was barely above steerage.  
 
Out the front windows, Tormolen could see the forward guns begin to pivot to port. They had 
no target as yet, but should one appear, they would be ready to smother it in steel. The five-
inch guns might not pack much of a punch against a modern warship, but what they lacked in 
throw-weight they made up for in volume. A full broadside of the Manchester could send 
almost a ton of steel at an enemy – and she could do that about every three seconds, when 
everything worked right.  
 
Off to port, though, Tormolen couldn’t see anything. Not even the tracks of the incoming 
torpedoes the lookout had posted. 
 
Finally, the Manchester swung around. Unlike the attack by the torpedo bombers, this time 
Captain Stark had put the ship’s beam to the attack. It looked like this time he was going to try 
to save the Yorktown at the expense of the Manchester. 
 
“Lookouts! Any sign of the enemy?” 
 
”No, sir! The fish must have been fired from a submerged sub!” 
 
“Dammit! Get those cans out there! If those fish don’t finish off the Yorktown, that Jap sub will 
just reload and try again. Give me a count and bearing on those torpedoes.” He grimaced. 
“Belay that – I’m going to go look for myself.” With that, Captain Stark stepped out on the 
starboard bridge wing and commandeered a pair of binoculars. 
 
Tormolen quietly moved behind the captain, eager to follow the events, yet careful to not get 
in anyone’s way. 
 
Stark, gazing through the binoculars, started giving orders to the helm. “I count four fish 
coming in. They’re spread out enough that at least two of ‘em will hit the Yorktown. Tell the 
Hammann to warn the salvage crews. 
 
Tormolen barely got out of the way as Stark stepped back on to the bridge, the binoculars still 
around his neck. He started looking back and forth, between the torpedoes and the bridge 
instruments. 
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”Helm, come starboard three degrees. Keep the engines going full out until I tell you 
otherwise. And order all hands belowdecks except engineering to come to the weather deck, 
portside.” 
 
Tormolen felt the chill shoot up his spine. There was only one reason Captain Stark would 
want no one left within the ship – and it did not bode well. 
 
Stark kept up his rapid changes of focus – the torpedoes, back to the instruments, then back to 
the torpedoes. He made several more minor corrections to the helm, as the Manchester’s speed 
steadily increased and the fish came closer and closer. 
 
“It looks like we’re only going to be able to block one of those fish. Another one looks like it’ll 
miss the Yorktown entirely. That means that two of them are going to get past us. Here’s 
hoping my math’s bad, or they’re duds.” 
 
Stark turned to Tormolen and smiled. There was no humor in the smile, though, only grim 
cynicism. “Looks like we’re going to have to eat the fish, Mr. Stark.” 
 
Stark didn’t particularly enjoy hearing his glib phrase tossed back in his face, but he couldn’t 
argue with the circumstances. This was the Manchester’s role, boiled down to the purest 
essence: to protect her charge, the Yorktown, at any cost.  
 
“All hands brace for torpedo on the starboard bow!” 
 

Part XXII 
 
The Japanese torpedoes’ wakes were now close enough to see with the naked eye – at least 
three of them. Two were obviously going to get past the Manchester. The third, Tormolen 
calculated, would be close, but they ought to just catch it with the tip of the bow.  
 
He found himself wondering if Stark had planned it that way – to take the torpedo as far 
forward as possible, to minimize the damage to the ship and maximize her survivability. The 
torpedo would most likely blow off a good-sized hunk of the ship’s bow, but she was built 
strong – as long as the break was fairly clean, not too far back, and the damage control teams 
did their jobs, she could probably limp back to Pearl.  
 
The white line raced through the sea, closing on an intercept course with the Manchester. 
Tormolen could hear Captain Stark ordering the engine room crew abovedecks, and all hands 
already on deck to assemble on the stern.  
 
The torpedo was only seconds from the ship. Tormolen studied it carefully, calculating the 
precise moment when the Manchester would cross its path and the two would intersect in a 
catastrophic blast. Then, a few seconds before that instant, he closed his eyes and found 
himself – for the first time in years – praying. 
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Tormolen waited the long seconds in silence, bracing himself for the blast. 
 
And then he waited longer.  
 
But the blast never came. All he could hear was the normal sounds of the ship. 
 
Then he heard Captain Stark utter the strongest curse he’d ever heard the man utter. He 
opened his eyes. 
 
“What the hell happened?” Stark demanded. 
 
The helmsman seemed as baffled as Stark. “I don’t know, sir. Portside lookouts report four fish 
past us, heading straight for the Yorktown!” 
 
“Hard aport! We’re going to chase those fish right up to the Yorktown. We might not have 
stopped the attack, but by God we can do what we can to clean up the mess!” 
 
Tormolen watched in horror as the torpedoes continued racing straight for the Yorktown. The 
first struck the Hammann dead amidships, breaking the destroyer in half.  Two more 
torpedoes struck the crippled Yorktown, tearing even more holes in her already-tattered hull. 
 
Captain Stark, too, had been watching the Yorktown through the binoculars. He slowly 
lowered them, then hung his head. 
 
“That’s it. She’s done for.” 
 

Part XXIII 
 
Admiral Halsey leaned forward in his bed. “So, what the hell happened? Why didn’t the 
Manchester catch that fish?” 
 
Captain Tormolen shrugged. “Nobody knows for sure. The starboard lookouts insist it should 
have hit us about ten feet back from the bow. The portside lookouts say it came out from us 
about twenty to thirty feet back from the bow. Careful inspection showed that it never touched 
us. And considering the normal draft of the Manchester, it should have blown our bow clean 
off. 
 
”I have my own pet theory. The Manchester was pulling about 19 knots, and at full 
acceleration. Also, most of the crew was assembled on the stern. The combination of speed, 
acceleration, and weight shift most likely lifted the bow just enough to let the torpedo pass 
underneath us.” 
 
“Anyway, we took aboard as many survivors of the Yorktown and the Hammann as we could, 
then came back to Pearl. It hurt like hell to lose the Yorktown.” 
 
Halsey grimaced. The old man looked a lot better than he had a bit over a week ago, but the 
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skin condition that had hospitalized him was still quite visible. “God knows I hate losing her, 
but if the total cost of that battle was her and one destroyer, it was worth it. We put four of 
Tojo’s flattops on the bottom, and they were four of the ones that hit us at Pearl Harbor.” 
 
Halsey paused, then fixed his withering gaze on Tormolen. “Tell me, Joe. What was your 
opinion of Captain Stark?” 
 
”He’s a fine captain and a good man. The Manchester’s in good hands.” 
 
”He went out there with a single job – to protect the Enterprise. He couldn’t keep up with her, 
so he was assigned to protect the Yorktown. Two bombs and four fish got past him, and one of 
our damned few carriers is now sunk. Sounds to me like he didn’t do a very good job.” 
 
“Sir, nearly every single plane that attacked the Yorktown was shot down. It was just bad luck 
that a couple of them managed to drop their weapons before we got them. And as far as the 
last two torpedoes… well, I know a lot of people call the Manchester an “oversized tin can,” 
but she’s not a destroyer. She’s a cruiser, and cruisers just don’t fare very well against subs.” 
 
Halsey let his glare fade, and he smiled. Tormolen knew that smile, and recognized the old 
man had been using one of his favorite tactics: launching an attack he didn’t really mean to 
provoke a defense that would give him the most honest answer he could get. Tormolen had 
seen it hundreds of times, been subject to it dozens, and still fell for it. “I know, son. Jack 
Fletcher had nothing but great things to say about Stark and the Manchester. But I’m worried 
if what I just said might be how Stark himself sees things. And if it is, that makes him unfit for 
command – and I need to know about it.” 
 
“That’s not for me to say, sir.” 
 
”No, it’s not. But you were there. You spent more time with him and his crew than anyone else 
on my staff. What’s your gut say – will the loss of the Yorktown break Stark, or will it make 
him more determined than ever to prove himself?” 
 
Tormolen paused to consider the matter. 
 
”No, Joe, don’t think about it. I want what your gut says. Should I leave Stark on the 
Manchester, or do I need to beach him?” 
 
”Sir, I think the Navy would be best served if Captain Stark stayed right where he is. He’s 
angry that he couldn’t save the Yorktown, but he knows, in his head,  that there wasn’t 
anything more he could have done. He knows that his ship shot down about two dozen Jap 
planes – more than any other ship could have. All he has to do is finish convincing his heart 
that he didn’t fail – sometimes the other side gets lucky.” 
 
“If Stark thinks that our losing one carrier to their four is ‘bad luck,’ then the man’s obviously 
nuts. But that’s the kind of crazy we might need in this war. 
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”OK, Tormolen, Stark keeps the Manchester, and we keep them with us. And as soon as the 
doctors let me out of here, we’re going to see just where things stand. 
 
“The Japs just lost four of their flattops, and every single plane on ‘em. They can’t afford to 
keep on the offensive, they’ll need to consolidate what they have already until they can replace 
those decks – and those aircrews.  
 
“I don’t intend to give them that time. So far every time we’ve fought them, it’s been when and 
where they chose. It’s time we we started hitting back.” 
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